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Creativity is in the air ……………….. locally

Great expectations about the reach
and benefits…………

Yet deep concerns about the capacity of key contributors…………………..

Why is creativity important for higher education?
Universities are at the heart of knowledge creation
Universities are in the business of educating young people
for increasingly COMPLEX and UNCERTAIN futures –
professionally and personally
European University Associations Creativity Project (2007) – focus on
universities being more ‘future-oriented’
Creativity – a key learning outcome for our times OECD (2018)

Definition of creativity
For example

“Creativity is any act, idea, or product that changes an
existing domain, or that transforms an existing domain into a new
one… What counts is whether the novelty he or she produces is
accepted for inclusion in the domain.” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996)
NOVELTY

originality newness

APPROPRIATENESS

deemed worthwhile, valued, useful
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Significance and impact of a person’s creativity (1-4)
Kaufmann & Beghetto, 2009, adapted from
Jackson, 2014
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Become the “ Meddler in the Middle” –
not the “Sage on the Stage” or the “Guide on the Side” (McWilliams, 2009)

“I make more mistakes than anyone else I
know, and sooner or later, I patent most of
them.”—Thomas Edison

